Commercial and Consumer

Technical Report

TF200 Customer Complaint
1. Initial Report

1.1 Background

A suspect TF200 reported as being involved in a customer complaint, was received from Mr Peter Gamble, 8/242 Exhibition Street Melbourne, Friday 6 May 1994.

The suspect TF200 was an Exicom telephone with manufacturing date of week 13 year 1993.

The customers name is Mr. A. Smith, Tel 055-267230, from Cape Bridgewater, Portland Victoria.

The investigating technician was Mr Ross Anderson.

The suspect TF200 was replaced by Mr Ross Anderson on 27 April 1994.

1.2 Reported Fault Symptoms

Mr Ross Anderson reported on a Customer Equipment Fault Label the following comments:

The customer said the phone stays off-hook when hung up.

Mr Anderson then advised that it stays connected for 2 seconds after hang-up.

Mr Anderson then reported that on 28 April 1994, he tested the phone at his depot, and when first plugged in it would not disconnect when hanging up. After several minutes of being plugged in it would then hang up with the 2 second delay. He reported that it took up to 15 seconds if the phone was left unplugged for a period of time.

1.3 Initial Inspection

The suspect TF200 telephone when received was found to be very dirty around the keypad with what appeared to be a sticky substance, possibly coffee.
The investigating technician had engraved the customers phone number, the date and his name into the top cover and the customer also engraved his signature.

1.4 Confirmation of Fault.

10 May 1994

The suspect TF200 was connected to a CustomNet Line on 10 May 1994 and checked for the reported fault symptoms. The simple test included the establishment of a call to the suspect telephone, confirming that the telephone functioned normally, and then hanging up the suspect telephone.

The handset of the suspect TF200 was then tapped near the microphone and it was confirmed that the tapping could be heard at the other telephone for up to 10 seconds. After approximately 10-15 seconds the loop was lost.

The line was disconnected and the handset was taken off-hook and the line re-connected, dial tone was received immediately. This process was repeated with the handset off-hook and the switchhook operated manually to hang up the telephone. When the line was connected, dial tone was received immediately the switch was released.

A call was then made to confirm operation of the keypad. A call was successful and the switchhook was once again operated. Conversation was still possible for some 15-20 seconds, then the call was lost, no dial tone was received. When the switchhook was released again dial tone was received.

The suspect telephone was carefully opened to check for any internal physical damage, and was found to have a significant amount of some tacky substance in the base. The substance was still tacky to the feel and was suspected to be coffee stains. The tacky substance was also evident around the membrane switchhook area. There was no other apparent physical damage evident to the telephone circuit board.

It was noted that the tacky substance was also under the membrane switchhook and was causing the membrane to attach to the surface of the telephone case.

There was also evidence of the tacky substance around other surfaces within the telephone case implying that if a spillage had occurred and had got into the telephone that the customer may have tried to shake the substance from the phone thus causing it to splash around the inside of the case.

1.5 Preliminary Conclusion

The mis-operation of the phone suggests a failure of the switchhook circuitry or the membrane switch.
1.6 Recommendation

Detailed testing by Telecom Research is recommended as the next stage of the investigation.

May 12 1994

The suspect telephone was taken to Telecom Research Laboratories to investigate the failure mechanism further.

Before any work was to be done on the suspect telephone by Telecom Research they will take photographs of the complete telephone inside and outside. Photographs will also be taken of the telephone during each stage of the investigation to ensure accurate records of all actions taken.

Telecom Research will test for details of the tacky substance found inside the telephone and determine if it has contributed to the mode of mis-operation.

Telecom Research will also check the circuit board for damage caused by the substance.

Other tests will be used to assess the nature of the mis-operation if the cause is by a circuit failure or faulty component.

Investigating Officer

Ray Bell
Mgr Technical Liaison
Customer Equipment Division
12 May 1994
2. TRL Report

2.1 Background

The Exicom TF200 causing customer complaint was delivered to TRL by Ray Bell, Technical Liaison, CED on 12/5/94: The fault symptoms, as recorded in a document by Ray Bell, were evident when the phone was tested for normal operation on a Customnet extension on arrival at TRL.

2.2 Initial Investigations

The hookswitch operation in a TF200 is implemented electronically. The hookswitch is in effect just another input from the keypad and the whole keypad sub-assembly relies on the performance of a flexible circuit layer. In 1993 Exicom began sourcing these flexible circuit layers from a new manufacturer and a large number have failed in the field. The phone under investigation has a flexible circuit layer from the batch known to experience problems.

The on/off-hook signal from the flexible circuit layer is detected by the dialler IC on the main printed board assembly and this IC then drives a series of transistors which cause the telephone to loop the line. The fault symptom of a delay in the phone retuning to its on-hook state after a call could thus be either due to problem in the flexible circuit layer or on the printed board assembly. The first step was to isolate to problem to either the printed board assembly or the flexible circuit layer.

The TF200 can be made to go off-hook either by lifting the handset or by connecting pins 5&6 at the line-cord socket. This facility was provided to allow expansion modules to be fitted to the TF200. If the phone is taken off-hook by connecting these two pins, the hookswitch part of the flexible circuit layer is not used. (figure 1)
Figure 1. Hookswitch configuration in the TF200

The phone under investigation was taken on and off-hook repeatedly by connecting pins 5&6 and operated normally without any delay in returning to its on-hook state. This strongly suggested that the problem was related to the operation of the flexible circuit layer.

2.3 Internal Inspection

The phone was opened carefully and photographs taken to record the condition of various components. It was clearly evident that a brown coloured liquid had somehow entered the phone and spread internally before drying to a sticky residue. Of particular concern was a patch of this liquid residue under the part of the flexible circuit layer which extends beyond the keypad to provide the hookswitch function. It was found that this residue had caused the hookswitch extension to adhere to the upper part of the TF200 case when the various sub-assemblies were dismantled for individual testing.

This sticky residue has been analysed at TRL and contains chemicals typically found in beer. Coke and coffee (with sugar) were also considered but eliminated. It is difficult to be certain as there is a huge range of beers each with its own chemical composition. Further analysis can be done if it thought essential that this substance be identified conclusively.
2.4 Substitution of the Flexible Circuit Layer

After the various components of the phone had been removed from the case each was tested separately. A new flexible circuit layer was plugged into the original printed board assembly and the phone went on/off-hook normally.

The original flexible circuit layer was then tested on a resistance meter to establish if this circuit layer had become leaky as had occurred with many others in the field, particularly in humid regions. The resistance measured above 100 Mohm which is well above the specification of a minimum of 10 Mohm.

The operation of the actual switching action of the hookswitch bubble in the flexible circuit layer was also checked. A resistance measurement was made between pins 13 & 14 of the flexible circuit layer and pressure applied to the "bubble" extension. Without pressure applied the resistance was more than 100 Mohm but when squeezed, the resistance dropped to about 100 ohm. When the pressure was released the resistance immediately returned to its nominal "open circuit" state of hundreds of Mohms. This would cause the phone to quickly return to its on-hook state.

It was thought that some of the sticky residue may have somehow entered the "bubble" that forms the hookswitch causing the two surfaces to stick together for a short time after the pressure is released. The "bubble" is formed by gluing two sheets of plastic together with a spacer in between. For reliable operation the seal around the bubble needs to be air-tight and thus, unless defective, could not allow the entry of any liquid.

The glue seal on the flexible circuit layer from the phone under investigation was visually inspected appeared to be satisfactory. (figure 2) The sticky residue is brown in colour and no discolouration is evident in the area of clear plastic around the outer perimeter of the bubble. This suggests that no liquid has managed to enter the bubble.
Figure 2. Diagram of hookswitch Bubble construction

2.5 Plastic Case

The upper part of the TF200 case from the phone was examined with attention being directed to the area inside where the hookswitch part of the flexible circuit layer normally rests. As mentioned earlier, some sticky residue was present in this area. It hard to imagine how this material came to be in such a position unless the phone was shaken or tipped upside-down after the spill.

Another point of interest is the plastic moulding itself. In comparing it with a number of other Exicom cases with date codes either side, a few differences become apparent. Denis O’Leary, TF200 Product Manger at Telecom Technologies has been asked to investigate this variation in case moulding further with Exicom.

In many plastic cases the hookswitch bubble sits on a flat surface but in this particular phone there is a small raised area in the plastic which is positioned almost exactly above the centre of the bubble. This feature has also been found in some other plastic cases and Denis has been informed that Exicom introduced this "improvement" in weeks 38 to 45 of 1992 to overcome wear in their tooling. It caused some problems in the field particularly with wall-mounted phones not hanging up properly. However, this phone was made in
week 13 of 1993 so it is not clear why this case has this raised area under the hookswitch.

The plastic moulding of this phone also has some features not seen in any other case before but are not thought to be causing any problems.

2.6 Explanation of Fault

The sticky residue in combination with the extra raised area in the plastic case has caused the problem of delayed return to on-hook conditions. The sticky residue is found either side of the raised area and when the phone is taken off-hook the flexible circuit layer is pressed against this sticky surface. It is thought that after the handset is replaced and the pressure is removed the circuit layer remains stuck to the plastic case. Because the surface is not flat the flexible circuit layer is distorted sufficiently to cause the switch function in the bubble to operate. Sometime after the handset is replaced (about 15 seconds) a part of the flexible circuit layer becomes unstuck and it returns to its undistorted shape. The hookswitch then operates normally, returns to a very high resistance and the phone goes into an on-hook condition. (figure 3)
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**Figure 3.** Flexible Circuit Layer in undistorted and distorted shape when stuck to the case.
3. Conclusion

The TF200 replaced on 27 April 1994, was suspected of a fault condition which caused the telephone to hold the line after the handset was placed on-hook.

The fault condition as documented by the fault technician Mr. Anderson was confirmed on 12 May 1994.

The nature of the fault may have been reported as No Dial Tone, not receiving calls, or always busy.

The cause of the fault condition has been confirmed by Telecom Research to be due to the presence of a foreign substance possibly beer inside the telephone case which directly caused the incorrect operation of the telephone membrane hookswitch. When the hookswitch was removed from the foreign substance, the telephone operated correctly.

Accordingly, the fault was not caused by a defective TF200 telephone as was originally reported, but was the direct result of failure by the customer or other person, to report an accidental liquid spillage which entered the telephone case, resulting in failure of the hookswitch. The state of the telephone when received suggested that the telephone was not well cared for by the customer.

If the customer had reported the liquid spillage when it occurred the telephone would have been replaced under standard maintenance procedures with no resultant loss of business.

It is important that suitable guidelines be issued to field staff attending fault reports on rented telephones to note the conditions under which the Telecom property has been installed. It is the customer responsibility to look after the telephone and ensure that it is kept in a safe environment. It is Telecom's responsibility to ensure the telephone is installed in a safe location.

R. Bell
Manager Technical Liaison
Customer Equipment Division